Chapter 4 – Project Funding
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4.1 Fund Package Overview

Funding is assigned at the project level. The Funding User role has the ability to add or modify project funding information. Depending on the project process in your region, different people/sections will be responsible for setting up funding. The Letting User role can modify funding information for addenda items.

A fund package is a container for one fund or a mix of funds. It is the fund packages to which items are assigned. You can create a fund package by selecting a pre-defined, or reference, fund package. Once a reference fund package has been added to a project, you can make changes as needed. If none of the reference fund packages fits the needs of the project, you create a fund package from scratch.

Reference Fund Packages include:

- FHWA Improvement Types
- FAA Grant
- GF (State Funded)
- GO Bond
- and others

To add reference fund packages:

1. Log into AWP and make sure the Funding User role is selected.
2. (A) In the Project Overview component on the dashboard, search for your project (Figure 4.1). NOTE: A minimum of a three (3) character string is required for the system to search. You can search by Project ID (State/IRIS number) or the Project Name.
3. (B) Click the Project ID link to open the project.

4. In the Project Summary component, click the Fund Package Overview quick link (Figure 4.2).
5. Click the <Select Fund Packages> button (Figure 4.3).

The Select Reference Fund Packages window will appear (Figure 4.4).

6. In the auto-complete search field, type in a minimum of 3 characters of the Fund Package or Description, or click <Show First 10> to expand the list of reference fund packages.

7. (A) Select one or more fund packages from the list. A green checkmark will identify the fund packages selected. These fund packages can be edited.

8. (B) Click the <Add Fund Package> button. Changes are automatically saved.
You are returned to the Fund Package Overview component (Figure 4.5).

9. (A) From the % Par dropdown, select your % Participating ratio if it is a federally funded project.
10. (B) Click <Save>.

To add a blank fund package (Figure 4.6):

1. From the Project Overview component on the dashboard, search for and select your project. You will be taken to the Project Summary component.
2. Select the Fund Package Overview quick link (see Figure 4.2).
3. (A) Click the <New> button.
4. (B) Type the name of your fund package in the Fund Package field.
5. (C) Type the description of your fund package in the Description field.
6. (D) From the % Par dropdown, select your % Participating ratio if it is a federally funded project.
7. (E) Click <Save>.

Figure 4.5

Figure 4.6
To delete a fund package:

1. Expand the fund package row actions menu on the right side and select **Delete** (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) The fund package is marked for deletion and users may “undo” the action until the user clicks <Save>.

### 4.2 Fund Package Summary

The Fund Package Summary component contains all the funding information currently recorded for the project, including its fund packages and associated funds. On this component, Funding Users can add funds to the fund packages or modify or delete funds.

To access the Fund Package Summary:

1. Navigate to the Fund Package Overview component.
2. To access the Fund Package Summary you want to populate, click the **blue numeric field link** (zero in the image below) which references the number of funds associated to the fund package (Figure 4.7). This will reveal the funding source details for the Fund Package. Funding Users can add new funding sources or change existing funding sources.

![Fund Package Overview](image)

*Figure 4.7*
To add a new Fund Source to the Fund Package:

1. Click the <Select Funds> button (Figure 4.8).

![Figure 4.8](image)

The Select Funds window will appear (Figure 4.9).

2. Click <Show First 10> to expand the list of funding sources.
3. (A) Select one or more funding sources for your fund package. A green checkmark will appear next to selected funds.
4. (B) Click the <Add to Fund Package> button.
   NOTE: If you don’t see the Fund you need to add to your Fund Package, contact a Module Administrator to add it to the list.

![Figure 4.9](image)
NOTES:

- The information you will set up in the fund area according to the following instructions is for construction contractor payments. Make sure to use the correct Phase Code and Activity Code.
- There are examples of different funding set-ups later in this section.

Once the Fund(s) is added to the Fund Package, you can populate it (Figure 4.10 next page).

5. **(A) Priority field:**
   a. If there is only one fund, enter a one (1).
   b. If there are two or more funds that are a percentage split, both will have a priority of one (1).
   c. If there are two or more funds because of a limit or cap on the amount available, the first fund to be used will get the one (1) priority. The next fund to be used will be two (2) and so on.

6. **(B) Percentage field:**
   a. If there is only one fund, enter 100.
   b. If there are two or more funds because of a limit or cap on the amount available, all funds will have a percentage of 100.
   c. If there are two or more funds that need to be split by percentage, enter the appropriate percentage to be allocated to each of the funds.
   NOTE: The percentage for each priority level must equal 100. If there are multiple priority levels, each will have 100 percent assigned. If there are multiple funds with the same priority level (1), the percentages must total 100.

7. **(C) Limit field:**
   a. If there are two or more funds because of a limit or cap on the amount available, put enter the limit amount. Otherwise, leave blank.
   NOTE: If there is a limit on a fund, then there must be a lower priority fund without a limit.

8. **(D) Phase Code field:**
   a. Enter in the appropriate Phase Code for the fund, may vary.

9. **(E) Activity Code field:**
   a. Enter in the appropriate Activity Code for the fund followed by a P for Participating projects or an N for Non-Par projects. For example, 153P.

10. **(F) FAA Grant field**
    a. For FAA projects, enter the grant number in this field.
    b. NOTE: This field can also be used for Reimbursable Agreement numbers or other important funding information that does not apply to other fields.

11. **(G) Click <Save>**.

12. **(H) If there are more Fund Packages to which Funds need to be added, toggle to the next Fund Package by clicking on the arrow on the right side of the component header bar.

13. Repeat steps 3 - 11 until all Fund Packages have Funds added and populated.
Examples of different funding:

For Items split by a percentage between two funding sources (Figure 4.11). (If items are to be split by quantity between two funding sources, the designer should create two separate items.)

1. Create a split fund package (see Fund Package ID and Fund Package Description fields).
2. Add both funds.
3. In both Priority fields, give each fund a priority of one (1).
4. In the Percentage fields, assign the percentages as appropriate.
5. Enter in the Phase Codes and Activity Codes
6. Click <Save>.

Figure 4.11
For items with two funding sources, one of which will be used first and has a limited amount of funds (Figure 4.12).

1. Create a fund package that includes both (see Fund Package ID and Fund Package Description fields).
2. Add both funds.
3. For the Fund to be used first:
   a. In the **Priority** field, assign it a priority of one (1).
   b. In the **Percentage** field, assign 100%.
   c. In the **Limit** field, enter the amount to be assigned to that funding source.
   d. Enter in the **Phase Code** and **Activity Code**.
4. For the Fund to be used second:
   a. In the **Priority** field, assign it a priority of two (2).
   b. In the **Percentage** field, assign 100%.
   c. Leave the **Limit** field blank.
   d. Enter in the **Phase Code** and **Activity Code**.
5. Click **<Save>**.

![Fund Package Summary](image)

*Figure 4.12*

For projects with more than one federal ratio:

1. Separate items will need to be created to attach to each federal ratio. Use the Combine Like Items function if you want the duplicates to roll up on the bid schedule or not if you want the contractor to bid on the individual items. Make sure it is clear in the Item Supplemental Description which sites/locations that item represents. If Lump Sum items are split, put a quantity that represents the overall percentage that each funding is allotted (i.e. if a project is 30% 90.97 and 70% 93.40, then there would be two of the same LS items with quantities of 0.3 and 0.7 that will roll up to 1.0.)
2. Create duplicate fund packages for each federal ratio and assign the correct fund package + ratio to each of the items (Figure 4.13).

![Figure 4.13](image1)

For FAA Projects (Figure 4.14):

Enter the FAA Grant number from the Fund Package Description field into the FAA Grant Number field. Click <Save>.

![Figure 4.14](image2)
4.3 Funding: Assign to Items

Each item in a project must have one (and only one) fund package assigned to it. You can assign packages to items individually or to save time, you can assign a fund package to all the items in a category or to all the items in the project at once, then go back and modify any individual items that have a different funding assignment.

The **Project Funding Assignment** component allows Funding Users to assign project items to Fund Packages in the project.

To assign items to fund packages:

1. From either the Fund Package Overview component or the Fund Package Summary component, click the **Funding: Assign to Items** quick link (*Figure 4.15*).

   ![Figure 4.15](image)

2. The Project Funding Assignment component (*Figure 4.16*) contains a list of all the categories in the project (often there will only be one category) on the left. Each category row displays the Category ID and Description, and a number of radio buttons with labels to denote the fund packages to which the items in the category are assigned.

   ![Figure 4.16](image)

3. Each category row can be expanded by clicking the black arrow next to the category ID to list all the items in the category (*Figure 4.17*).

   ![Figure 4.17](image)
Once the categories are expanded to reveal the items, you will assign the items to the correct fund package (Figure 4.18).

4. Each item row contains radio buttons on the right to indicate the fund package to which the item is assigned and current values for the following fields:
   a. Project Line Number
   b. Item Number
   c. Unit of Measure
   d. Item Description (without Bid Schedule Supp Description or Roll Up Supp Description)

   NOTE: Run the Engineer’s Estimate report as a reference for items that have supplemental descriptions (see chapter 3).

5. The right side of the component contains a list of all the fund packages assigned to the project. The information in this list is for reference only and cannot be changed. Click black arrow next to the fund package to expand the row and view the funding sources for the fund package.

6. Each fund package in the list is labeled alphabetically, beginning with the letter A. These labels correspond to the radio button columns in the category/items list on the left. Each category row contains a radio button column labeled Mixed, a radio button column labeled None, and a letter radio button column for each fund package in the project. Each item row contains a radio button column labeled None and a letter radio button column for each fund package in the project. For example, if a project contains three fund packages, each item row would have four radio buttons: None, A, B and C.

7. The system initially selects the None radio button for all categories/items that have not been assigned to a fund package.

8. To assign all the items in a category to the same fund package, select the appropriate Fund Package letter radio button on the category row. This will move all the item radio buttons to the same letter, assigning the same fund package to all the items in the category.

9. If there are multiple fund packages, select the radio button for each item that will assign it to the correct letter (column) and corresponding fund package. This will automatically move the category row radio button to Mixed.

NOTES:

- If all but a few of your items belong to the same fund package, to save time, assign the primary fund package to all items and then switch the fund package for the few that are assigned differently.
- If items are added to the project by a Project User after funding has been assigned by a Funding User, those items will appear with None as the selected radio button. Funding Users can edit item funding assignments as needed.
- NOTE: If Fund Packages are added or deleted, remember to reassign or double check the item funding assignments.

10. Click <Save> when finished assigning items to funding.
Figure 4.18
4.4 Project Validation

Projects must be valid before they can be included in a Proposal. Projects have a validation process that generates a list of warnings about the state of the project. There are two validation processes that must be run: the system project validation and the Project Validation report – each validation checks different fields. Validations check for any missing or incomplete information in the project, but do not check if the value in each field is correct as the information may vary based on the type of project.

To validate a project:

1. From the Project Overview component on the dashboard, search for and select your project. You will be taken to the Project Summary component.
2. System validation (Figure 4.19):
   a. Expand the Project Summary component action menu on the right side of the header.
   b. Select Validate Project.

   A Project Validation Results window will open in a new tab and will notify you whether this is a valid project (Figure 4.20) or will list warnings for missing or invalid data (Figure 4.21).

   NOTE: Zero quantity Contingent Sum items will show up as warnings. These are okay, just make sure they are actually your zero quantity csum items. Fix any other validation errors.
3. Report validation:
   a. (A) Expand the Project Summary component action menu on the right side of the header (Figure 4.22).
   b. (B) Select Project Validation report.
   
   c. Click <Execute> (Figure 4.23).

   d. A new tab will open with the Project Validation Report and will notify you whether this project is valid (Figure 4.24) or will list warnings for missing or invalid data (Figure 4.25).
NOTE: If your Validation Report shows an error for the CENG% from Construction field being empty, you can ignore this. This field will be filled out once the low bid amount is identified. Correct any other errors identified and validate the project again.

### 4.5 Project and Funding Reports

Generating the Project level Engineer’s Estimate report and Cost Estimate Funding Summary report.

1. (A) Expand the Project Summary component **action menu** on the right side of the header (Figure 4.26).
2. (B) Select **Project Engineer’s Estimate**.
3. (C) In the **Estimate Description** field, enter the type of Engineer’s Estimate *(Figure 4.27).*

4. (D) Click <**Execute**>.

*Figure 4.27*

For a full list of reports, see Chapter 10.